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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first reviewing it. Although it does expedite matters in getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude  to  Richard and  Anita  Grossman for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

PARSHAT TETZAVE-ZACHOR 5777

THE TZITZ AND THE STORY OF PURIM

One of the eight articles of clothing worn by the Kohen Gadol was the tzitz which he wore upon

his  forehead.  The  tzitz  when  worn  by  the  Kohen  Gadol  and  some say  even  when  not  worn

served to allow a tamei offering to be acceptable. This means that if an offering was tamei then

it was deemed kosher just on the basis of the tzitz. Another function of the tzitz, say Chazal is

that it atones for "azut panim", brazenness. It can be said that it atones for chutzpah which is

not a good Jewish trait. A Jew should rather be humble, bashful, and even feel at times a sense

of shame. These are traits that were passed down to us from our ancestors.

The trait of shame will often prevent us from sinning. Amalek is a classic case of chutzpah. He

believed in Hashem but he believes that he has the ability to defeat Hakadosh Baruch Hu. The

Torah emphasizes that Amalek attacked us in Refidim. Chazal  comment that we were on our

way to  Har  Sinai  to  receive  the  Torah and  Amalek  wished  to  prevent  this.  If  Amalek  didn't

believe in Hashem then why should it matter to them whether or not Moshe Rabenu brings down

two stones? The answer is that he believed in Hashem but felt that he was stronger and could

defeat Him.

After all the plagues that Hashem sent upon Egypt and in Yam Suf, "Peoples heard, they were
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agitated, terror gripped the dwellers of Plashet" (Shemos 15:14). The nations all feared Hashem

and trembled, only Amalek had no fear. Amalek truly believed that they could fight and defeat

Hakadosh Baruch Hu. We must do our utmost to avoid such a trait and to have some shame and

humility.

The students  of  Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai,  among them were R'  Eliezer and R'  Yehoshua

asked him for a blessing before his death. His answer was that they should have as much fear of

Hakadosh Baruch Hu as they have of human beings. The students asked: "that's all?" And he

explained that when a person sins he's worried about whether another person sees him. Even

though Hashem clearly sees, he's more afraid of others who may see him and feels more shame

in front of his fellow human beings.

The halachah is that one who takes from another by force, a gazlan, needs only to return the

stolen object while one who steals stealthily with no one seeing, a ganav, must pay double the

value of what he stole. Why is a ganav worse than a gazlan? Chazal explain that a gazlan is not

afraid of man and is not afraid of Hakadosh Baruch Hu, while a ganav is afraid of people but is

not afraid of Hakadosh Baruch Hu. The fact that he has more fear of man than Hakadosh Baruch

Hu is reason why he must pay double the value of what he stole.

What  we have said about Amalek  applies  to Haman as well.  Haman believed in Hashem but

convinced Achashverosh that Hashem is weak and doesn't  have the power to defeat him. Of

course, he'll acknowledge that Hashem defeated Pharaoh, Sisera, and Sanherib, but he can no

longer do so. After all, according to their calculation he didn't restore the Beis Hamikdash, we

see that Hashem has no power and there's no reason to fear Him.

When the king asked Haman what he should do for one whom the king wants to honor, Haman

responded: to whom will the king want to give honor more than me? (Esther 6:6). Which king

was Haman referring to? Chazal teach us that whenever the Megillah says "hamelech" without

the name Achashverosh then it  refers to the Ribono shel Olam. This means that Haman truly

believes  that  Hashem wants  to  honor  him,  even  after  all  that  he  did.  Is  this  not  incredible

chutzpah? Even after Esther informed the king of what Haman was doing, Haman thought that

she would pardon him, which is one interpretation of:, Haman thought that she would pardon

him, which is one interpretation of: "Haman had fallen onto the couch upon which Esther was"

(Esther 7:8).

Haman realized  how good the  Jewish  people  were  and how much  mercy  they  had  on  Agag,

perhaps Esther will have mercy on him as well.

Mordechai and Esther were the opposite of Haman, they had no chutzpah. The Gemara derives

from Esther  that  whoever  says  something  in  the  name of  another  brings  redemption  to  the

world, as it states: "Esther informed the king in Mordechai's name" (Esther 2:22). Esther spoke

in the name of Mordechai and this eventually brought about the redemption.

Why is it that one who says something in the name of another is the one who brings redemption

to the world? I understand how one who's a tzaddik or a chassid can bring redemption, but why

is it so important to say something in the name of another. I believe the explanation is that a

person who doesn't possess the trait of giving credit to another won't give credit to Hashem for

the  redemption but  will  take the  credit  for  himself.  Only  one who gives credit  to  others  will

acknowledge that Hashem brought the Geula. Therefore it  was Esther who brought about the

redemption.

The  Gemara  says  that  on  Purim  one  should  become  intoxicated  until  he  doesn't  know  the

difference  between  cursed  be  Haman  and  blessed  be  Mordechai.  I  once  heard  from  Harav

Yitzchak  Ezrachi  that  the  meaning  is  that  one  should  understand  that  it  wasn't  Haman who

brought  about the redemption and not  even Mordechai,  but rather Hakadosh Baruch Hu was

angry with the Jewish people and therefore brought this trouble upon them, they did teshuva,
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Hashem was no longer angry and then the redemption came about. The redemption is not from

Haman and not from Mordechai,  therefore it  makes no difference who is  blessed and who is

cursed, it's Hakadosh Baruc Hu Who brought about the redemption.
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